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ABSTRACT This article presents a set of exotic barrier options whose appearance/

disappearance mechanism lies over a range of values. This family generalizes soft barrier

options introduced by Hart and Ross and represents a simple alternative to steps options

suggested by Linetsky
Q2

for reducing knock-out risk. The traditional soft mechanism involves

a uniformly distributed process. By contrast, Barrier Range Options use other density

functions to account for more complex mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION
Straight barrier options are path-dependent

options that depend on whether the underlying

asset’s price reaches a certain threshold. They are

widely used nowadays for hedging purposes.
1–9

The discrete nature of the barrier may appear

critical for users and writers. Hart and Ross
10

explained, for instance, that Knock Out Straight

Barrier Options carry a significant risk of hedge loss

from a trivial incident. Linetsky
11,12

suspected

short-term manipulation (and increased

volatility) around popular barrier levels. To

circumvent this drawback, Hart and Ross
10

introduced soft barrier options (SBOs hereafter),

defined as averages of barrier options. For his

part, Linetsky
1–9

suggested a set of step options

that involve a ‘knock rate’ and that are closely

related to the occupation time derivatives

studied by Chesney et al
13

and Hugonnier.
14

A Barrier Range Option (BRO) is an exotic

barrier option whose disappearance/appearance

mechanism lies over a range of values instead of

a single and discrete threshold. The sudden

appearance (resp. disappearance) of standard

barrier options is replaced by a gradual birth

(resp. death) of the contract. As such, this set of

options includes, among others, the Down and

In and Down and Out SBOs introduced and

priced by Hart and Ross.
10

Originally, SBOs

were defined as simple averages of straight

barrier options. Quite differently, I interpret this

mechanism as a birth/death process that is
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distributed uniformly over the barrier range.

Other distributions can therefore be used to

account for more sophisticated devices, with

three main consequences. First, BROs make it

easy to model and price complex features of

real-life financial contracts. Second, the set of

BROs is uncountable. Third and finally, BROs

are simple to compute.

The rest of this article is organized as follows.

The next section reviews the valuation of SBOs

and completes the set of pricing formulae

provided by Hart and Ross.
10

The section after

that presents BROs by noting that SBOs form

just a specific set of BROs. Specifications of

non-uniform birth/death processes are then

discussed in the subequent section. The

penultimate section applies the methodology

to model risk.

SOFT BARRIER OPTIONS
SBOs are certainly the simplest BROs people

use. As a result, one first reviews the valuation of

such options with the aim to complete the

analytical pricing formulae introduced by Hart

and Ross
10

for Down and In and Down and Out

Soft Options.

Our analysis adopts the conventional

continuous time framework of Black and

Scholes.
15

Financial markets are perfect and

complete, and trading takes place continuously.

The term structure of interest rates is flat, and

the continuously compounded risk-free interest

rate is denoted r. The risk-neutral price process

of the underlying asset S is accurately described

by the following stochastic differential equation:

d ln S ¼ ðr �
1

2
s2

SÞdt þ sSdZS ð1Þ

where ZS is a standard Brownian motion and sS

the constant volatility. In the following, E stands

for the strike price of the option. It is known

that prices of straight barrier options are linear

combinations of the following four terms:

AðfÞ ¼ aðE;fÞ BðfÞ ¼ aðK ;fÞ

CðZÞ ¼ bðE; ZÞ DðZÞ ¼ bðK ; ZÞ

where

faðF;fÞ ¼SN ½fdðS;F; ls2Þ�

� Ee�rtN ½fdðS; F; mÞ�

ZbðF; ZÞ ¼S
K

S

� �2l

N ½ZdðK2; FS; ls2Þ�

� Ee�rt K

S

� �2l�2

N ½ZdðK2; FS;mÞ�

with d(a, b, c)¼ (ln(a/b)þ ct)/(s
ffiffi
t
p

), ls2
¼ r

þ (1/2)s2, m¼ r�(1/2)s2 and f, ZA�1, 1. f is

1 (resp. �1) when dealing with a call (resp. put); Z
is 1 (resp. �1) if the barrier is down (resp. up).

For readers’ convenience, these linear

combinations are reported in Table 1.

An SBO is similar to a standard barrier option,

except that the barrier is no longer a constant

threshold K. Rather, it involves a range of values

delimited by an upper level U and a lower level

L. Hart and Ross
10

explain that as the price

process goes through [L, U], the value of an SBO

declines or grows proportionaly (depending on

whether the option is knock out or knock in).

They argue then that SBOs are averages of

straight barrier options over the Barrier Range

[L, U] and they can derive the following pricing

formula:

SBO ¼
1

U � L

ZU

L

BOðHÞdH ð2Þ

where BO(H) is the standard Barrier Option

with barrier H. And this is clearly a refinement

of the sudden death/birth mechanism of

standard barrier options.
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Given the linear property of the integral,

Table 1 still applies, meaning that it is necessary

and sufficient to integrate the four previous

terms. For ease of exposition, let us introduce

the following difference operator

[ f (H )]l
u
¼ f (u)�f (l ). After tedious calculations

(involving integration by parts), one finds:

f
ZL

U

BðfÞðHÞdH ¼ SU1 � Ee�rtU2

ZL

U

CðZÞðHÞdH ¼
S1�2l

2lþ 1
G1 � Ee�rt S2�2l

2l� 1
G2

ZL

U

DðZÞðHÞdH ¼
S1�2l

2lþ 1
D1

� Ee�rt S2�2l

2l� 1
D2

where :

U1 ¼½HNðfdðS;H ; ls2ÞÞ�UL

� Se�ðlþ
1
2
Þs2t½N ðfdðS;H ; ðlþ 1Þs2ÞÞ�UL

U2 ¼½HNðfdðS;H ; ðl� 1Þs2ÞÞ�UL

� Se�ðl�
1
2
Þs2t½N ðfdðS;H ; ls2ÞÞ�UL

G1 ¼CE � ZðESÞlþ
1
2e�

1
2
ðlþ1

2
Þðl�1

2
Þs2t

½N ðZdðH2;ES;�s2=2ÞÞ�UL

G2 ¼XE � ZðESÞl�
1
2e�

1
2
ðl�1

2
Þðl�3

2
Þs2t

½N ðZdðH2;ES;�s2=2ÞÞ�UL

D1 ¼CH � ZSð2lþ1Þe
1
2
ð2lþ1Þs2t

½NðZdðH ; S;�ðlþ 1Þs2ÞÞ�UL

D2 ¼XH � ZSð2l�1Þe
1
2
ð2l�1Þs2t

½N ðZdðH ; S;�ls2ÞÞ�UL

with:

CF ¼ ½H
2lþ1NðZdðH2;FS; ls2ÞÞ�UL

XF ¼ ½H
2l�1N ðZdðH2;FS; ðl� 1Þs2ÞÞ�UL

The first term A is not a function of the

barrier, and thus it is invariant by integration.

This is important for the existence of

the following parity relation: iSBOINþ

iSBOOUT¼A(f). In other words, a portfolio

made of two SBOs, identical except in their

appearance/disappearance feature, duplicates the

plain vanilla option. All types of SBO contracts

can therefore be priced with very few moduli.

BARRIER RANGE OPTIONS
BROs are characterized by the way their value

gradually declines or grows as the underlying

price goes through the interval [L, U]. Following

Hart and Ross,
10

the SBO was defined in the

previous section as an average of barrier options

over a range of thresholds. Alternatively, one

may view the seminal soft mechanism as a

uniformly distributed birth/death process over

the range [L, U]. To formalize this ‘probabilistic’

Table 1: Vanilla barrier options

Kick IN Knock IN

Call Up B(þ 1)�C(�1)þD(�1) A(þ 1)

Call Down A(þ 1)�B(þ 1)þD(þ 1) C(þ 1)

Put Up A(�1)�B(�1)�D(�1) �C(�1)

Put Down B(�1)þC(þ 1)�D(þ 1) A(�1)

Continuous barrier range options
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interpretation, one can rewrite the equation (2):

iSBO ¼
1

U � L

ZL

U

iBOðHÞdH

¼

Z
R

iBOðHÞuðHÞdH

where the function u (such that u(H)¼

(1/U�L)1[L, U](H)) is the probability density

function of the uniform distribution over the

range [L, U]. Clearly, there can be as many

extensions of the seminal SBOs as relevant

distributions to define the appearance/

disappearance process. This richer class may

be termed ‘continuous BROs’, even if the

considered distribution does not charge the

range [L, U ] in a continuous way (see below).

The cardinal of such a class of options is

potentially infinite. In particular, continuous

barrier contracts are far from being restricted

to soft ones.

BROs are related to a distribution that charges

the interval [L, U] or, more formally, to a

probability density function f or, equivalently,

to the corresponding cumulative density

function. The function f is the birth/death or

appearance/disappearance density function.

In addition, BROs will be analyzed with the

help of a companion function G. The price

of the option will be given by:

iBRO ¼

Z
R

iBOðKÞ f ðHÞdH ð3Þ

where f is a probability density function charging

the interval [L, U ]. Note that various

appearance/disappearance density functions may

induce the same price. To describe the

appearance/disappearance mechanism further, it

is useful to consider a companion function, say,

G, which is a cumulative gain/loss function over

the range [L, U ]. For Up BROs, G is defined,

over the range [L, U ], by G(H)¼
R

L
Hf (v)dn

and, for any HpL, G(H)¼ 0, while for any

HXU, G(H )¼ 1. The cumulative gain/loss

function therefore increases so that it can be

identified to the cumulative density function.

Note that this is not the case for Down BROs

because their cumulative gain/loss functions

decrease.

Various birth/death processes can now be

discussed through different specifications of f and

G. In what follows, I focus on Up BROs and

identify, without loss of generality, the upper

barrier U to the threshold K.

Example 1: Straight barrier options are ‘Single

Dirac’-BRO. Straight barrier options arise

when the distribution charges the range

[L, U] as the Dirac one. Because K is the

ultimate threshold level, the density

function is given by f(H)¼ dK(H), where

dK(H) equals one if H equals K; otherwise

it equals zero. The cumulative gain/loss

function is then the step function 1{HXK}

(H). This is plotted in Figure 1(a), and the

appearance/disappearance of the option is

viewed as total once the barrier is reached.

The corresponding BRO is of course a

standard barrier option.

Example 2: SBOs are ‘Uniformly distributed’

BROs. The probability density function,

SBOs consider, is that of the uniform

distribution f(H)¼ (1/U�L )1[L, U ](H )

Over the range [L, U ], the companion

cumulative gain/loss function is given by:

G(H )¼ (H�L)/(K�L). It is worth

nothing when H is smaller than L and 1

when H is greater than U. This latter affine

function illustrates that the appearance/

Moraux
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disappearance features are proportional to

the distance potentially covered by the

underlying asset’s price over [L, U ]. In

SBOs, there is neither an acceleration

effect nor a deceleration effect. Let us now

consider cases for which the appearance/

disappearance is more pronounced as

the underlying asset gets closer to the

threshold K.

Example 3: BROs with an accelerated birth/

death process. Such BROs are

characterized by cumulative gain/loss

functions verifying: (q2G )/(qH 2)>0. For

illustration, a very simple birth/death

distribution is defined as:

GðH; lÞ ¼
H � L

K � L

� �1þl

ð4Þ

where lX0 is the acceleration parameter.

Figure 1(a) draws such a distribution for

different values of l. As expected, when

l¼ 0, there is ‘no acceleration’ and this

BRO is an SBO. As l grows, one tends to a

step function and the associated straight

BO with barrier K.

Example 4: BROs with decelerated birth/

death process. Such BROs are

characterized by cumulative gain/loss

30 32 34 36 38 40
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0.6

0.8

1.0

Barrier Range
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Barrier Range
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Figure 1: Cumulative Gain/Loss functions for Up Barrier Range Options. These accelerated (a),

decelerated (b), stepwised and (c) Gain/Loss birth/death processes are given by equations 2,3

and 4, respectively. Their common range is [30, 40]. The l parameter (for a, b) lies between 0

and 5 (any 0.25 step) and is finally fixed at 100. Discrete points for (c) are 31, 33, 35, 37, 40.

Figure (d) depicts gaussian distributed errors around the threshold level on [36, 44]; chosen

standard deviations are 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 10.

Continuous barrier range options
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functions verifying: (q2G)/(qH2)o0. For

instance, one may consider:

GðH ; lÞ ¼ 1�
H � K

L � K

� �1þl

ð5Þ

with lX0. Figure 1(b) plots such a

distribution and, as l gets larger, the

mechanism is (marginally) more

pronounced at the beginning of the range.

When l¼ 0, one recovers the SBO case.

For very large l values, one obtains the

step function associated with the standard

BO case with barrier L. Nothing prevents

the birth/death process from being quite

arbitrary, except that G must increase for

Up BROs and decrease for Down BRO.

The process can be, for example,

accelerated or decelerated differently over

the range (that is (q2Gp0)/(qH2
X0) over

the range). More generally, for any

sufficiently smooth function g (in particular

integrable), an associated function given by

f(H)¼ (1/(
R

Lg(n)dn
U ))g(H)1[L, U](H) is a

density function defined over the range

[L, U]. The appearance/disappearance

process can even be discontinuous, that is,

concentrated on certain discrete ‘points’.

Let us consider, say, an Up and In BRO call

option with five specific thresholds

Ki, i¼ 1,y, 5, the largest one K5 being

the ultimate one. The simplest case arises

by assuming that the birth process is

equidistributed among these levels. In this

case, the cumulative gain function is given

by

GðHÞ ¼
X5

i¼1

aiGiðHÞ ð6Þ

with Gi¼ 1{KioH}, ai¼ 1/5. This cumulative

gain function is plotted in Figure 1(c).

The following section illustrates that BROs

are useful to account for the estimation risk

associated with the barrier.

APPLICATION TO BARRIER

MODEL RISK
Choosing a straight barrier option is a not-so-

straightforward exercise for managers because it

critically depends on the way the threshold level

is determined. Often, computation of the barrier

K is tricky because data are sparse and

frameworks are multiple.
16

Statistical, accounting

or financial-based methods provide a range of

potential values rather than a pointwise and

riskless estimate, and they give an error

distribution f. If, for instance, the error is

equidistributed between a lower boundary, say

K̄, and an upper one, say K̃, then the error

distribution is defined by f(H)¼ (1/

(K̃�K̄))1[K̄, K̃](H). For normally distributed

errors with mean K and volatility sK, an arbitrary

density function may be defined for values

higher than K̄ and lower than K̃:

f(H)¼ (n((H�K)/sK))/(
R

K̄
K̃n((L�K)/sK)dL)

where n is the gaussian density. The associated

cumulative gain/loss function is represented in

Figure 1(d). In fact, any kind of error

specification can be considered here.

To illustrate the benefit of using BROs, let us

consider an investor who needs a Down and Out

barrier option. Let us also assume that, because

of the way he or she computes the barrier,

possible threshold levels stand in a closed interval

[K̄, K̃] with an error function f. This investor

may buy a standard barrier option with the

average barrier (K¼
R

Hf(H)dH), and this means

that she or he accepts a part of the model risk

associated with the barrier determination.

Otherwise, he or she may buy a BRO with

Moraux
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distribution f. Assuming that the barrier

uncertainty is described by K710 per cent,

Figure 2 plots the ratio (
R

iBO(H)f(H)dH)/

(iBO(K)). This graph illustrates that the ratio

appears non-negligible as the expiration time

gets closer. It is always less than one, meaning

that in the considered case the buyer should

prefer a BRO to the straight BO.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article has introduced and analyzed the class

of Continuous BROs. These are exotic Barrier

Options that ‘gradually’ disappear or appear. This

set generalizes the SBOs introduced by Hart and

Ross
10

and represents a simple alternative to the

step options of Linetsky.
11,12

According to Hart

and Ross,
10

soft contracts should be a dominant

financial instrument (y) because of the considerable

improvement in hedging characteristics caused by the

gradual rather than instantaneous knock-out. This

study illustrates that BROs can consider complex

birth/death mechanism so that they have wide

potential for pricing and designing complex

structured securities. Of course, motivations for

including a continuous birth/death process in

Inside Barrier Options also involve Outside

Barrier Options that put the activating/

deactivating barrier on a second asset. The

appendix shows that materials exposed in this

article are easy to extend to this class of options.
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APPENDIX

OUTSIDE BROs

Heynen and Kat
17

were the first to study straight

outside Barrier Options. They derive analytical

pricing formulae under the assumption that the

price process of the outside asset is described by a

standard (but possibly correlated) geometric

Brownian Motion. Let us denote by V¼ (Vt)t

the ‘outside’ price process, by sV the associated

volatility and by r the linear correlation between

geometric Brownian motions. Closed form

formulae for outside Barrier Options involve

cumulative distribution functions of standard

bivariate normal distribution. Prices of

knock-out options, for instance, are given by:

oBOOUT ðfÞ ¼fS N fd1; Ze1;fZr½ �½

�
K

V

� �2ðmV s
�2
V þrÞ

N fd
0

1; Ze01;fZr
� ��

� fEe�rt N fd2; Ze2;fZr½ �½

�
K

V

� �2mV s
�2
V

N fd
0

2; Ze02;fZr
� ��

where: d1 ¼ dsS
ðS;E; mS þ s2

SÞ, e1 ¼ dsV
ðV ;K ;

mV þ rsSsV Þ, d2 ¼ dsS
ðS;E;mSÞ, e2 ¼ dsV

ðV ;K ;

mV Þ, d0i ¼ di � 2rdsS
ðV ;K ; 0Þ, e0i ¼ ei � 2dsV

ðV ;K ; 0Þ i ¼ 1; 2, with m¼ r�(1/2)s2. f is 1

(resp. �1) when dealing with a call (resp. put); Z is

1 (resp. �1) is if the barrier is down (resp. up).

Other oBOIN are obtained by the standard parity

relation.

The analysis by Heynen and Kat
17

may be

easily extended to account for a barrier range

instead of a discrete barrier. Outside BROs over

the range [L, U] may be defined by:

oBRO ¼

Z
oBOðHÞf ðHÞdH

where f is a probability density function charging

[L, U]. Note that the presence of the cumulative

bivariate standard normal distribution in the

pricing formulae fully justifies the use of

numerical integration techniques (even for

Outside SBOs, for which oSBO¼ 1/

(U�L)
R

L
UoBO(H)dH).
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